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This paper focuses on the development of an XML (eXtensible Markup Language) 
DTD (Document Type Definition) for South Asian Studies (SAS.dtd).  The goal was to 
develop a DTD that could be used to markup content, rather than form.  The assumption 
was made that this DTD would be used in conjunction with another DTD that focused on 
form, such as the TEI DTD (Text Encoding Initiative).  
 
The first part of the paper describes the process involved in writing the DTD.  This portion 
relies heavily on the use of examples. The second part of the paper discusses implications of 
the DTD design; specifically problems of attempting to markup document content.  This 
part of the paper deals with philosophical issues and questions of responsibility.  
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Preface 
 
The goal of this endeavor has been to develop a Document Type Definition (DTD) for the 
eXtensible Markup Language (XML).  DTDs are domain specific; they are designed to help 
groups with common concerns to share documents, find resources and present information.  
The set of materials that this project works with fall within the rubric of South Asian Studies, 
a multidisciplinary field with a focus on resources about the region of South Asia.  
 There are a number of DTDs already in existence and more are being created all the 
time.  In looking at a number of these systems I was struck by the fact that many of them 
stopped at the level of format, and if the DTD did include tags for content markup I was 
hard pressed to find a project that used content tags.  
 My emphasis was on content markup, largely because there are sufficient DTDs for 
formatting texts in the humanities and social sciences.  I designed the DTD with the 
understanding that it would be implemented along with another DTD that addressed 
formatting via the namespace specification in XML 1.0.  
 A surprising number of issues arose during the process of creating a DTD.  The first 
part of this paper describes the DTD in detail; the second half deals with the implications of 
trying to markup content in documents. 
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SECTION ONE: CONSTRUCTION OF A DTD 
Background of the Project 
Information is being created at an unprecedented rate.  At the same time, more and 
more data are being electronically transmitted. The Internet, and specifically the 
WWW, are common media for such exchange.  It is not surprising that many 
institutions are beginning to focus attention on facilitating the use of electronic 
documents.   
The Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) is the foundation for 
many applications that strive to give wide access to materials that would otherwise be 
difficult to share.  The general idea is to take a text, convert it to an electronic format 
and then display it so that users may see it using a standard browser.  SGML, and 
applications that rely on this language, are designed for structuring documents-both 
format and content.  The architecture behind SGML was built to support more than 
the simple set of format tags currently (mis)used in HTML.   
The reality seems to be that whatever the promise of SGML applications, the 
actuality is that the majority of digital library projects using markup architecture stop 
at the level of structure.  The Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) is one such architecture.  
TEI is well recognized and in widespread use and the available tag set could be used 
to go beyond simple structure and to begin to represent content.  There are over 200 
tags in the full TEI specifications; fewer in a commonly used subset known as TEI 
lite.  A review of the tags included in the TEI lite specification shows very few that 
could be used for content markup.  
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TEI does include a very well formed and informative ‘header.’ The information 
residing in the TEI header is akin to a MARC record plus additional information about the 
specific electronic version of the text.  The header includes information that can be of use to 
researchers.  The header aside, the TEI lite tag set does not offer much beyond basic 
structural divisions for the text1. (Namely: <ORIG> original form of a reading for which a 
regularized form is given, <NAME> proper name or phrase,  and <INTERP> 
interpretation.)  There are more tags that could be used for content markup from the regular 
TEI tag set2.  I looked at many digitization projects and found most using TEI lite; no 
projects appeared to be marking up content.  
 
eXtensible Markup Language 
Amidst the proliferation of standards and protocols in the computer industry is 
XML.  This is a rapidly developing and rapidly developed SGML application for 
marking up text. The eXtensible Markup Language, is a set of rules for creating 
semantic tags that are then used to mark up domain specific materials.  Because of its 
flexibility, XML is considered to be a meta-markup language; XML does not 
                                         
1  In the case of items from Documenting the American South, once the TEI header information is pulled out 
of the document the only tags which remain are division, paragraph, correction and other tags that mimic the 
original text such as italics.   
 
2 <FIRSTLANG> first language of a participant, <EDUCATION> brief  
description of the educational background of the participant, <DOMAIN> social 
context in which the text was realized or for which it is intended, <DISTINCT> any 
word or phrase which is linguistically distinct, <BIRTH> persons birth such as place 
and date, <ADDNAME> additional name such as a nickname, epithet, or alias, 
<AFFLIATION> informal description of a person’s present or past affiliation 
<OCCUPATION> description of the person’s trade, profession or occupation, 
<ORGNAME> organizational name 
<PURPOSE> single purpose or communicative function of the text, <SOCECSTATUS> 
description of a person’s perceived social or economic status, <SURNAME> contains a 
family (inherited) name, as opposed to a given, baptismal or nick name. 
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specifically define a set of tags but defines a structure that can be manipulated for 
many uses.  The tag sets that are defined using XML are known as Document Type 
Definitions, or DTDs.  
XML, unlike previous SGML applications, allows for the reference to multiple 
DTDs via the namespace specification.  The group of materials that would be candidates for 
the South Asian DTD would fall under the general rubric of the humanities and would, 
therefore, most likely use the Text Encoding Initiative’s  (TEI) DTD for works in the 
humanities.  This project does not duplicate the tags in the TEI. DTD but rather enhances 
and compliments the tagging process of projects that incorporate texts in the domain. 
 
The Purpose 
The idea behind this current project was to use XML to mark up some specific 
materials in order to help in information retrieval and material relevancy.  The 
domain chosen was South Asian Studies, an area of study that spans many disciplines 
in the humanities and social sciences.  As the name implies, the criteria for the 
domain is geographical.  South Asia includes the Maldives, India, Pakistan, Nepal, 
Tibet, Bhutan, Bangladesh, and Sri Lanka.  
The field of South Asian studies is rich and varied. Because it is 
multidisciplinary, researchers in the field have many different needs when it comes to 
documents and materials.  There are, however, some concepts and terms that are of 
interest to many different researchers.  I sought out categories that were the most 
commonly discussed in the literature and the ones that often intersect with more 
specialized research terms.  (For instance, many people are interested in issues that 
revolve around or deal with caste and the social systems of India.) 
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Having a background in the academic field of South Asian Studies has given me the 
advantage of knowing something of the types of descriptors or categories that might be of 
specific interest to researchers in the domain.  I also informally queried colleagues and 
friends who are actively involved in the field.  Some of the concepts that I chose to include 
in a DTD were: Caste, Ethnicity, Religion, Language, Political Group, Genre, and Foreign 
Power.  These were to be the main elements in the DTD; a variety of attributes were 
assigned to the elements.  
The main attributes that I wanted to add to the elements listed above included tags 
that would allow for discerning who was offering these labels.  If the author of the text said, 
“I am so and so and my ethnicity is such and such, and my political affiliation is thus and 
such” then the tags would be marked as “self-described.” If, on the other hand, the 
information was added by the tagger (not likely) or if the text was written about a third party, 
“Mr.  So-and-so was a well known member of this and such political group,” then the tag 
would be amended to say “attributed.” The process might seem clumsy, however, my 
understanding of the field made me think that these were important distinctions for 
researchers.   
The purpose I was trying to achieve was the development of a domain 
specific DTD that would allow for content tagging above and beyond the general 
humanities tags available through the TEI’s DTD.  I wanted to be able to tag for 
specific concepts that are common within the field.  The types of documents that I 
was interested in applying the tags to would be unstructured, meaning not database 
records, but rather articles, archives, papers, stories, and other materials commonly 
used by humanities researchers. 
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Creating a DTD for South Asian Studies  
XML is a set of rules for structuring information so that it can be utilized by users working 
on different platforms. In general, XML documents needs to have three parts in order to be 
workable. The first is the XML document type definition (DTD)3. The DTD is the set of 
rules that must be utilized when marking up the data.  The second component is the XML 
document itself; this consists of some text marked up with tags defined in the DTD.  The 
third item needed to view an XML document is a style sheet of some type. The XML 
specification includes the eXtensible Stylesheet Language (XSL).  XSL has two parts, 
formatting and transformation.  At this point the most common use of XSL is 
transformation; transforming an XML document into an HTML document so that it can be 
viewed over the Web.  
 The rules for developing a DTD are complex, and constantly changing.  In order to 
understand the process I will detail the stages I went through while developing the DTD for 
South Asian studies, SAS.dtd.   I include a number of complete iterations in the Appendix, 
and only use fragments of the DTDs in the paper proper.  
 
The First Iteration  
Developing a DTD entails understanding a type of information (be it a domain or a 
structure) and creating a system to represent that information. The goal must be clear, the 
current project had the goal of marking up content for a domain specific set of, assumedly, 
academic materials.  The first order of business is to decide what items should be marked up.  
If the DTD is to focus on content than a list of topics is made; if the DTD emphasizes 
format then the structure of the data should be mapped out.  Thinking of the topics results 
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in a preliminary list of ‘elements’ that will be used in the DTD.  If there is logical nesting 
then the sub-elements will be ‘children’ of the more encompassing element.  For example, if 
the data to be marked up is ‘name’ then name would be an element and the sub-elements 
could include ‘first name,’ ‘middle name,’ ‘title,’ etc. 
 The elements that are included in the SAS.dtd changed as the DTD evolved. (In the 
Appendix are listings of the different iterations of the SAS.dtd.)  Again, it should be noted 
that this DTD does not focus, or even include formatting tags such as paragraph, title, italics, 
end material and so on.   The implementation of this DTD would include the use of another 
DTD which addressed these concerns.  For example, many materials could use the Text 
Encoding Initiative’s DTD, while materials that came from newspaper could be 
 
 The elements that are included in iteration one of the South Asian studies DTD 
include caste, ethnicity, religion, language, political affiliation, and genre. XML DTDs must 
have a ‘root’ element; this can be understood as the big container that everything else fits in.  
An example from a well know DTD is the <html></html> tags that must surround an 
HTML document and allow the processor to know where to start and stop processing.  
 For the SAS.dtd I decided to call the root element ‘artifact.’  I tried to think of a 
word that was ambiguous enough to allow for manipulation but descriptive enough to help 
users imagine the process.  Artifact was then broken down into two major ‘children:’ 
individual and foreign power. Originally, I did not have these two ‘children’ in the blueprint.  
However, while putting the DTD together I kept a pile of randomly chosen documents that 
would be candidates for marking up later on.  While perusing these materials I noticed that 
                                                                                                                    
3 XML documents can be valid without using a DTD, but most often a DTD is used and then the document is 
well-formed and valid.  
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my DTD emphasized the individual actor, never the institution.  I added foreign power as an 
element for this reason (though I retracted it later on). 
Below are the beginning portions of a Document Type Definition for South Asian 
Studies.  (The complete DTD may be found in the Appendix.)  This fragment can be 
understood to say that the root element is ARTIFACT and this contains two children, 
INDIVIDUAL and FOREIGNPOWER. It should be noted that names in XML can not 
take spaces; hence “foreign power” is written as “foreignpower.”   
 
Example 1 
<!ELEMENT ARTIFACT (INDIVIDUAL+, FOREIGNPOWER)> 
 
<!ELEMENT INDIVIDUAL (CASTE*,  ETHNICITY*, RELIGION*, LANGUAGE*, 
POLITICALGROUP*, GENRE*,)>  
 
<!ELEMENT CASTE (ATTRIBUTED?|SELF- DESCRIBED?)> 
   <!ELEMENT ATTRIBUTED (#PCDATA)> 
   <!ELEMENT SELF- DESCRIBED (#PCDATA)> 
 
The above fragment of a DTD shows the large container, artifact, and its children.  XML 
syntax allows for manipulation of this information.  The syntax has been developed to allow 
control over the occurrence of elements, can they repeat, must they exist, what should their 
order be, etc.  Below the syntax used above is described.  
 
Structure and Syntax 
<!  >  This is the structure that XML DTDs must follow, elements, entities and 
attributes all must be within these containers.  Any element or attribute that is 
marked in the document must be declared in a DTD.  
 
(  ) This means that these items are grouped so in the example below for the element 
ARTIFACT there are two subgroups that fall inside, those being INDIVIDUAL and 
FOREIGNPOWER.  
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,  The commas separating child elements prescribe the order that these child 
elements must appear in the document.  In the case below we are saying that the 
children of INDIVIDUAL, must appear in the exact order they are in the list. 
 
+  The plus sign after an element, (such as INDIVIDUAL+, in our example below) 
means that at least one instance of this element must occur.  Any number above one 
is also acceptable.  So in the ARTIFACT bundle below there must be at least one 
instance of an INDIVIDUAL. This makes sense because if you had no instances of 
some elements than, most likely, the DTD does not fit the purpose of the project.   
 
*  The asterisk is used in XML DTDs to signify that zero or any other number of 
instances of the element may occur.  In our example below, CASTE can occur 
multiple times, one time or no times in the ELEMENT INDIVIDUAL.  
 
?  A question mark is similar to an asterisk in that it declares that zero or more 
instances can occur but question marks are reserved for child elements.  If the 
element is only to be found contained within its parent than the question mark is 
appropriate; otherwise the asterisk should be used.  
 
|  The pipe symbol in XML DTDs refers to a choice, it can be thought of as similar 
to the OR operator in a Boolean search.  In the examples below most of the children 
elements, such as ETHNICITY have the option of being either self-describer or 
attributed.  (The question mark that is attached to the options means that it is 
optional.) 
 
 Another important part of an XML application is the Document Type Declaration 
(this is not known as a DTD, though it shares initials with the Document Type Definition). 
The declaration is located in the beginning of the text that is marked up, in the prolog. The 
purpose of the declaration is to specify which DTD the document is using. 
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The Prolog 
As the declaration is part of the prolog lets take a second to look at the format of a prolog. 
The first line is the XML declaration, it tells the version of XML that is being used.  The 
XML declaration is also where one defines if the document has an internal or external DTD- 
when “standalone” is equal to ‘no’ it means that there is an external DTD, when 
“standalone” is equal to “yes” it means that the DTD is embedded in the document.  The 
second line is the document type declaration.  In the example below ‘SAS’ is the name of the 
DTD we are using (South Asian Studies).  The word “SYSTEM” is a reserved word in XML 
that means that this DTD is not in the public domain.  The “SAS.DTD” is the URL for the 
DTD being used (it is in the same directory in which the documents reside).  The third and 
final line is the stylesheet declaration; this is where the formatting for the document is linked 
to the marked-up data and the DTD.  In the case below we are using an XML stylesheet that 
is located within the same directory (we know this because of the form of the URL).  
Example 2 
 <?xml version=”1.0” standalone=”no”?>  
 <!DOCTYPE SAS SYSTEM “SAS.DTD”> 
 <?xml- stylesheet type=”text/xsl” href=”rm - film.xsl”?>  
 
 XML stylesheets, known as XSL (eXtensible Style Language) are similar to Cascading 
Style Sheets (CSS); and in fact XML can read CSS.  XSL is slated to go beyond CSS.  The 
XSL specification divides XSL into two parts, transforming and formatting.  Presently, 
transforming is the technology mostly used, XSL can ‘transform’ an XML document into an 
HTML document so that it can be viewed on the Web (currently only with IE5).  While XSL 
is very interesting, one does not have to have a grasp of it in order to develop a DTD; 
transforming can be left for later.  
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There is another form that can be used with DTDs; this is for materials in which the 
DTD is embedded in the top section of the document. If we were to write the SAS DTD as 
an internal DTD the prolog would look something like the following example.  The main 
changes include the standalone declaration is now switched to “yes” and the DTD follows 
the name it is given and the entire DTD is enclosed in square brackets.  
Example 3 
 <?xml version=”1.0” standalone=”yes”?>  
<!DOCTYPE SAS [ 
<!ELEMENT ARTIFACT (INDIVIDUA L+, FOREIGNPOWER)> 
<!ELEMENT INDIVIDUAL (CASTE*, ETHNICITY*, 
RELIGION*, LANGUAGE*, POLITICALGROUP*, GENRE*,)>  
<!-  -  This is a comment and this is where the 
rest of the DTD would go, not inside the comment 
but in this location -  - > 
]  
 
The document type declaration can be expanded to include more information.  If a public 
DTD is being used, or if the author chooses to register their DTD as a public document the 
syntax would be different. Again there is reserved vocabulary in XML.   
Example 4 
 <?xml version="1.0” standalone=”no”?>  
<! DOCTYPE SouthAsia PUBLIC  SAS.dtd 
http://ils.unc.edu/~moorr/XML/SAS.dtd > 
<?xml- stylesheet type="text/xsl" 
href="http://www.ils.unc.edu/~moorr/XML/rm - basic.xsl" 
?> 
 
The changes to the second declaration are in the document type declaration of the second 
line. (The URL for the stylesheet has also been expanded for users not in my directory.) The 
second line now has the word “PUBLIC” which is a reserved XML word as well as the full 
URL for the location of the DTD so anyone outside can find the DTD and use it or copy it 
and modify it.  Many individuals involved in the development of XML envision a Linux-type 
environment, where applications, such as DTDs, are freely circulated. 
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The reserved word “PUBLIC” technically, should be enough to let users know that 
the DTD can be referenced without permission.  However, it is still a good idea to include 
copyright information within comments in the DTD. An example follows: 
Example 5 
<!--   
 This is a DTD to be used with XML documents. This DTD should be 
used in conjunction with another DTD, such as TEI.  The intended  group 
of materials to be marked up with this DTD will be those that fall unde r 
the domain of South Asian Studies.  
 
© 1999 Rebecca Moore 
 
Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute the SAS.DTD and its 
accompanying documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby 
granted in perpetuity, provided that the above copyright no tice and this 
paragraph appear in all copies. The copyright holders  make no 
representation about the suitability of the DTD for any  purpose.  
 
Draft:  November 1999  
Author: Rebecca Moore<moorr@ils.unc.edu>  
 
 -- > 
 
<!--  The elements below are some that wil l be of interest to  researchers 
within South Asian Studies.  All of the subelements, (caste, ethnicity, 
etc) can be repeated and the minimum number  of instances is zero.  Most 
of the elements have the option to be self - described or attributed; this 
shoul d allow researchers  to trace identification of labels throughout 
the materials.  
 
 -- > 
 
Names of DTDs can only contain ASCII letters and numbers the space, the carriage 
return and a few characters4. There are some conventions that should be followed in naming 
a public DTD, though they are not required. If the DTD is an ISO standard then it should 
begin with “ISO.” If a standards organization other than ISO approved the DTD then it 
should begin with a + (plus) sign.  If no body approved the DTD then it should start with a 
– (minus or hyphen) sign. The initial string is followed by a double slash then the name of 
the creator two more double slashes the name of the DTD two more slashes and the ISO 
                                         
 
4 The symbols allowed by the XML specifications for DTD names include: - ‘ () = , / : = ? ; ! * # @ $ _ %   
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language identifiers (from ISO 639)5.  For the SAS DTD, which is meant to be public but 
has not been approved by any standards body and is written for English language 
documents, the name would look something like: 
Example 6 
 <! DOCTYPE SAS PUBLIC  
 “- // Rebecca Moore // DTD South Asian Studies  // EN”  
 “http://ils.unc.edu/~moorr/XML/SAS.dtd ”> 
 
  
The Completion of SAS.dtd-Version One 
The first order of business in writing a DTD is understanding the needs for the particular set 
of users. Once the basic scenario is in mind, the next step is listing the elements and their 
relations to each other and deciding upon how the elements should flow from each other.  
The relationships between elements are defined using XML syntax and structure. Once all of 
the “administrative” type work of writing a DTD is completed the next step is to try and 
implement the application.  DTDs are tag sets that will be wrapped around character strings 
and give meaning to those strings6.  
 I had a randomly chosen groups of texts that fell into different genres, were from 
different disciplines, and all (I believe) were available in the public domain.  I began to apply 
the SAS.dtd to this group of texts-the results were less than stellar.  The overly subjective 
nature of the tagging process became extremely evident to me.  I began to have a better 
understanding of a possible reason that so many digital collections stop at the formatting 
level of document markup.  The content tags that I chose to include were difficult to actually 
map over to specific words.  Concepts often times span phrases or sentences thereby making 
                                         
 
5  The web address where the language list can be found is at: http://sizif.mf.uni-
lj.si/linux/cee/std/ISO_639.html 
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marking up more difficult than might be anticipated.  
 
An Example Using the First Version of SAS.dtd 
Text 1 
 Although the triumph of < forei gnpower conversion> 
Anglicists over Orientalists < /foreignpower>  in 1835 
ended the colonial patronage of Indian medicine, 
interest in indigenous medicine was revived in 1837 
with the opening of indigenous classes at the Calcutta 
Medical College, and with t he conversion of classes 
into formal schools in the 1880s. The discussion of 
the monopoly of Western medicine runs through 
subsequent chapters, but one wishes for more analysis 
of how Western medicine entrenched itself in 
<ethnicity> Indian society. < /ethn icity> There is a 
tendency to explain this encroachment in terms [End 
Page 135] of the < foreignpower cultural> "supremacy" of 
Western medicine over its Indian counterpart, 
</foreignpower cultural> and the use of < foreignpower 
political> Western medicine as a "tool" to strengthen 
the colonial position -- </foreignpower 
political> without elaboration as to how this was 
accomplished.  
 
 The results of the first experiment in tagging were a bit disheartening.  Many of the 
documents could not be tagged at all; there seemed to be no room for the concepts I had 
chosen. I decided that more granularity could help solve the problem.  
 
The Second Iteration 
The documents that are often times used in examples for XML documents are very 
structured.  For instance a system that could easily be understood in terms of a database 
such as a billing process for a company or a list of addresses.  With documents such as these 
it is no problem to demand that the information adhere to a particular structure.  A different 
                                                                                                                    
6 It is important to note that XML is not nearly as forgiving as HTML, all tags must be closed e.g. <P></P>.  
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problem arises in texts that are more free form or unstructured such as those in 
consideration for the present project.  The South Asian Studies DTD seeks to cover 
materials from a variety of genres so even the inclusion of a mandatory title tag might not 
always work.  For this reason flexibility is of the utmost importance.    
 Not only were different aspects of the XML specification put into use in the second version of 
SAS.dtd; but the entire conceptual basis changed. The root element changed from ‘artifact’ to ‘subject.’ I 
decided that ‘subject’ would be easier to understand and does not bring to mind something physical, as 
artifact is apt to do.  The second major structural enhancement was the regrouping of the children elements.  
The human experience was broken down into major categories and then these categories were made up of 
the elements from SAS.dtd version one.  This was meant to help contextualize the meanings.  My map 
looked something like this: 
Figure 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The map above is intended to be read as saying that a subject can be one or more of 
the following: political, social, personal or economic.  Each of these in turn, can include 
information about caste, religion, ethnicity, language, and/or political group.  This way a tag 
for “caste” would not float by itself, but rather it would be attached to another concept.  
                                                                                                                    
There is a special syntax for empty tags, e.g. <BR/>.  
Subject 
EconomSocia PersonPolitic
Political 
Ethnicit
Caste Religi
Languag
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“Political-caste” would tell the researcher that caste was an issue in the text within the larger 
context of a political discussion of some sort.  Below is the beginning of the XML for the 
above diagram.  
Example 7 
<!ELEMENT SUBJECT (POLITICAL | SOCIAL | PERSONAL | 
ECONOMIC )*> 
<!ENTITY % PCD “(#PCDATA)”> 
<!ENTITY % content “(CASTE | ETHNICITY | RELIGION | 
LANGUAGE | POLITICALGROUP)*”> 
<!ELEMENT POLITICAL % content;>  
<!ELEMENT SOCIAL % content;>  
<!ELEMENT PERSONAL % content;> 
<!ELEMENT ECONOMIC % content;> 
<!ELEMENT CASTE ….  
 
Structure and Syntax 
The second iteration of the SAS.dtd has some changes that were designed to address 
issues of flexibility. The DTD below uses the pipe symbol in combination with parenthesis 
and an asterisk. The parenthesis groups the children together and the asterisk means that 
zero or one occurrence of the contents of the parenthesis’ is allowed.  The pipes between 
the children say that the parent element SUBJECT can, but does not have to, include any of 
the children POLITICAL, SOCIAL, PERSONAL and/or ECONOMIC.  This is a much 
more flexible and extensible way of defining elements than in the previous version of the 
South Asian DTD. 
Example 8 
<!ELEMENT SUBJECT (POLITICAL | SOCIAL | PERSONAL | ECONOMIC )*>  
 
Another change in the updated DTD is the use of Entity References.  Entity 
references are akin to an abbreviation.  In general usage the abbreviation e.g. actually stands 
for exempli gratia.  In a similar fashion XML allows for the creation of entity references to 
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make both typing and updating easier. In the former case if there is something that one will 
be typing a lot and/or one is apt to make typos while typing then a General Entity Reference 
is a great idea.  For example: 
Example 9 
<!ENTITY RM “Rebecca Moore”>  
<!ENTITY C99 “Copyright 1999 &RM;”>  
 
The above example is first defining a short version of the string “Rebecca Moore” 
and then embedding this string in the next general reference string.  When calling to a 
predefined entity reference the string must be incased by a & and a ;  such as in the above 
example (&RM;). If the second string were to be put through a processor and displayed it 
would go in as < “&C99; &RM;”> and it would come out as “Copyright 1999 Rebecca 
 
There are some predefined general entity references that one might find in a 
document that it is safe to declare right up front to avoid confusion.  XML is based on 
Unicode and the predefined general entity references are designed to be compatible with 
Unicode7.  The general entity references can be written using a hexadecimal ASCII string, 
this is advisable because there is no way for the programs to misinterpret. (The entity 
reference code is used by many WYSIWYG programs for coding HTML.) 
Table 1 
Character   Entity Reference  Declarations 
&  &amp;    <!ENTITY amp 
“&#38;#38;”> 
<  &lt;     <!ENTITY lt “&#38;#60;”>  
>  &gt    <!ENTITY gt “&#62;”>  
“  &quot;    <!ENTITY quot “&#34;”>  
‘   &apos;   <!ENTITY apos “&#39;”>  
                                         
 
7  For more information on Unicode feel free to check out the stellar Unicode Guru report at: 
http://ils.unc.edu/~moorr/191/guru.html 
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There are a few other ways in which entity references can be used in XML 
documents, some quite powerful.  Internal Parameter Entities are a type of entity reference; 
these are used within the DTD to help define attributes and/or children of elements.  The 
syntax is a bit different with internal parameter references, for instance they start with a “%” 
xample above it would change to the following: 
Example 10 
<!ENTITY % RM “Rebecca Moore”>  
<!ENTITY C99 “Copyright 1999 &RM;”>  
 
Another good use of the internal parameter entity is when a string will be repeated 
many times. In example the string #PCDATA (parsed character data).   
Example 11 
<!ENTITY %PCD “(#PCDATA)”> 
<!ENTITY CASTE %PCD;> 
 
In the case of the South Asian Studies DTD the elements were defined in such a way 
that many shared the same children.  The major divisions (POLITICAL, SOCIAL, 
PERSONAL, ECONOMIC) all contained all of the following children: CASTE, 
ETHNICITY, RELIGION, LANGUAGE, POLITICALGROUP. Rather than retyping the 
list of children multiple times and having to change them all if we were to add or remove a 
child, the internal parameter entity allows us a way to define the common list once and then 
refer to it multiple times (this is similar in idea to a remote stylesheet for HTML 
documents)8.  The group must have a name so that it can be called later on.  In the SAS.dtd 
                                         
8   Parameter references must be defined prior to being used. If we were to reverse the order 
of the example it would be invalid. The following is an invalid use of parameter references:  
       <!ELEMENT POLITICAL % content;> 
      <!ENTITY % content (CASTE | ETHNICITY | RELIGION | LANGUAGE | 
POLITICALGROUP)*”> 
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the group of children was labeled, “content.” The example below shows that when the 
element “political” is defined it is filled with “content” meaning all of the children defined by 
the entity string.  
Example 12 
<!ENTITY % content (CASTE | ETHNICITY | RELIGION | 
LANGUAGE | POLITICALGROUP)*”> 
<!ELEMENT POLITICAL % content;>  
 
The Wonderful World of Attributes  
Thus far the SAS.dtd has relied mainly on elements. For greater flexibility I decided to delve 
into the world of attributes.  Attributes tell something about the element they are describing.  
Attributes can be considered meta-data for the elements to which they are attached.  There 
are a few more rules for the inclusion of attributes.  For instance, attributes can only contain 
approved values.  The allowable values are: CDATA, enumerated, ID,IDREF, IDREFS, 
ENTITY, ENTITIES, NMTOKEN, NOTATION, NMTOKENS.  In the current project 
only CDATA, ID and NMTOKEN will be used.   
 CDATA is character data, as opposed to parsed character data. CDATA only 
contains characters, there is no markup allowed.  This means that CDATA is easy to 
understand and manipulate, processors will not have to ‘do’ anything to this type of data.  ID 
is a unique name, it can be set to a number.  ID is used with IDREF when creating links 
(XPOINTERS) within and among XML documents.  NMTOKEN is character strings that 
comply with the XML naming structures (see “The Prolog,” above).  The use of 
NMTOKEN can be helpful later on when working with processors.  
 
Example 13 
 
<!ENTITY POLITICALGROUP EMPTY> 
<!ATTLIST POLITICALGROUP CASTE CDATA “Julaha”>  
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 The example above has Politicalgroup as an empty element.  The reason it is empty 
is because it has no children, only attributes (in this example).  Attributes also allow one to 
set default values.  “Julaha” here means that the if caste is not declared the default will resort 
to the Julaha caste.  
There are also default values for attributes that are keyword based with the reserved 
words being #REQUIRED #IMPLIED #FIXED. The #IMPLIED value will work best 
for the type of documents this project is concerned with.  If we do not want to set the 
default to a particular value, this could be privileging a cultural marker, we can use a default 
value. The #IMPLIED value does not force someone to fill in this part of the attribute, as 
the #REQUIRED value would. However, the processor can be set to handle #IMPLIED in 
different ways, perhaps the system would be set up to query the person doing the markup if 
they want to fill in a value for this tag.   
The SAS.dtd was originally designed to tag for language.  Language was broken into 
three categories, family, language and dialect9. There is a predefined language attribute in 
XML and it has been incorporated into the second version of SAS.dtd.  The syntax is as 
follows, again XML is case sensitive and this tag is meant to be in lowercase:   xml: lang  
The value of the language tag can only be CDATA, NMTOKEN or an enumerated 
list.  The latter is good for long lists of options that are not defined in XML but fit the name 
requirements for XML10.  A good example would be the language codes defined in ISO639 
(as an aside, the language codes in ISO639 are two letter language codes, thereby allowing 
                                         
9 Language is a huge issue in South Asia; in fact countries and states are dividing along linguistic borders.  In 
India, for instance, there are three language families, 15 major languages and over 2000 smaller languages 
and/or dialects.  
 
10  The NMTOKEN restricts the value of the attribute to a valid XML name.  This means no white spaces are  
allowed and the name must begin with a letter or an underscore.  The options for non alphanumeric characters 
is limited.    
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for only 676 codes- 26x26- but there are more languages than this in the world.  The ISO 
standard has been amended to allow for three letter codes but the XML standard still 
specifies the two letter codes.  Hopefully the standard will be updated to either include the 
ISO639 part two or the UNICODE strings for languages.  If we did decide to go with part 
two of ISO639 we would have to define what the codes meant as today’s XML processors 
would not be written to understand them.  If using the three letter codes or UNICODE 
then they must be encoded as ‘x’ codes, meaning user-defined codes.  E.g. <CASTE xml : 
lang=”x-234”>. 
In the original SAS.dtd I had broken down language into three parts (family, 
language, dialect).  XML includes a way to add more information to the language tag.  The 
family tag might not work well with this system and in that case will have to be a victim of 
progress and go the way of the dinosaur.  The XML standard assumes the first subcode of a 
‘lang’ value to be the two letter country code (ISO 3166).  Country codes can be important 
descriptors of languages, for instance with English there are spelling variants between British 
English and American English.  English is the official language of the legal system in India, 
and a widely used language within other spheres.  However, Indian English is not as 
standardized as British or American English so using the two letter country code might not 
help processors determine spelling and usage.  Therefore, in the case of the SAS.dtd the 
country code would not be as helpful as other information, such as dialect.  In this case we 
will have to call upon the ‘x’ codes mentioned above.  E.g. <CASTE xml : lang=”x-234-x-
Telangana”>.  The preceding tag says that the language the caste tag is written is in Telugu 
and that the version of Telugu is Telangana.  (Though because of the ‘x’ codes being used 
XML processors would not understand these codes for processing purposes.) 
More likely, the version for the SAS.dtd will be more along the lines of the following: 
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Example 14 
<!ELEMENT CASTE (#PCDATA)> 
<!ATTLIST CASTE xml : lang NMTOKEN #IMPLIED “en - GB”>  
 
This can be understood to say that the !ELEMENT CASTE has PCDATA (the data can 
include marked up data).  The attributes of CASTE include the predefined XML attribute of 
language, and the language value must comply with XML naming standards.  The language 
value is not required but implied and the default language, if not otherwise specified, is 
English, and more specifically the version used in the United Kingdom.       
The XML language attribute will be inherited by all children of a parent element that 
has a language defined.  In this project the language tag will be applied to an attribute so 
there will be no children.  
Using the language tag ensures that the XML processor understands what to do with 
the document.  For instance, if a spell check is going to be run this information can help the 
system determine which dictionary to check against.  Another benefit of explicitly declaring 
the language of the document is that it can assist the human reader.  In the current project 
there are many languages that could be involved (three language families, 15 major languages 
and over 2000 smaller languages and dialects).  There is a chance that readers will not be able 
to distinguish between languages.  Even if the languages are rendered in their native script 
people might not be able to tell apart say, Nepali and Hindi because both are written in the 
Devangari script. 
An Example Using the Second Version of SAS.dtd 
Text 2 
<SUBJECT  lang “en - GB”> 
Although the triumph <POLITICAL lang “en - GB”> 
<RELIGION ATTIBUTED “YES” lang “en - GB”>>Anglicists 
over Orientalists </RELIGION> in 1835 ended the 
colonial patronage of Indian medicine, in terest in 
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<ETHNCITY ATTRIBUTED “YES” lang “en - GB”>indigenous 
</ETHNICTY></POLITICAL> medicine was revived in 1837 
with the opening of < SOCIAL lang “en - GB”>indigenous 
classes at the Calcutta Medical College, and with the 
conversion of classes into formal sc hools in the 
1880s. </SOCIAL> The discussion of the monopoly of 
Western medicine runs through subsequent chapters, but 
one wishes for more analysis of how Western medicine 
entrenched itself in Indian society. There is a 
tendency to explain this encroachment  in terms [End 
Page 135] of the <POLITICAL lang “en - GB”><FOREIGNPOWER 
SELFDESCRIBED “YES” lang “en - GB”>"supremacy" of 
Western medicine over its Indian counterpart, and the 
use of Western medicine as a "tool" to strengthen the 
colonial < /FOREIGNPOWER> </POLITICAL> position without 
elaboration as to how this was accomplished. 
</SUBJECT> 
 
 
The Third Iteration 
Applying the second version of the South Asian Studies Document Type Definition 
achieved better results than the application of the first version.  The improvement was 
mostly in the nesting of the tags and the readability for any human readers. The markup, 
however, was clumsy.  The syntax of elements is such that the DTD must proclaim the tag 
usage, whether tags can be repeated, whether they are required or optional, etc.  Attributes 
do not have to be used but can be used. (e.g. in HTML the attributes of the IMG tag such as 
HEIGHT and LENGTH are often not included, though programs run more efficiently with 
the inclusion of this metadata.)  The un-required natured of attributes lead me to think that 
maybe, in a real-world scenario, they would not be used during the application of SAS.dtd.  
 The information that was added via attributes in the second iteration of the SAS.dtd 
might not be necessary. In thinking of actual applications of the DTD, it came to mind that 
at some point the audience needs to take responsibility for the knowledge they are seeking.  
Perhaps if the DTD tags everything to an obsessive level this would, in actuality, not be 
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doing any favors for researchers.  The art, or science, of research is in drawing conclusions, 
not it finding the information.   
 Another change to the SAS.dtd was the addition of more elements.  When looking at 
candidate texts to markup, and keeping in mind what was offered by TEI, I decided to flesh 
the tag selection out a bit. In the third iteration the following tags were added: GENDER, 
CHRON (date and time), EVENT, REGION (including CITY, VILLAGE, TOWN)  and 
OBJECT.TITLE (for works of art).        
Structure and Syntax 
 I removed the attributes SELFDESCRIBED and ATTRIBTUTED from the 
ATTLISTS for the elements in version two. In order to make the program extensible in 
regard to forthcoming XML technologies11, I did add the attribute of ID (one of the ten 
permitted values for an attribute).  
The value of the ID is required to be a unique string, according to the XML 
specifications.  In the current project I am hand coding the documents so making sure that 
the ID is unique can be somewhat difficult.  I envision that editors would make this 
automatic by using an ‘autonum’ or some such thing.  
DTDs are not really made for humans to read; they are for computer processors to 
parse and act upon.  However, it is not hard to make a DTD human-friendly, by adding 
comments, organizing the elements schematically, and not making the document too 
baroque. With this in mind, I cleaned up the DTD in version three, listing elements and 
attributes alphabetically and adding comments where helpful.  
An Example Using the Third Version of SAS.dtd     
Text 3 
                                         
 
11 The eXtensible Linking Language (XLL) uses ID anchors with Xlinks and Xpointers.  
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<TOPIC>Although the  <POLITICAL ID “P1” lang “en - GB”> <EVENT ID 
“E1”>triumph </EVENT><RELIGION ID “R1” lang “en - GB”>Anglicists 
over Orientalists </RELIGION> in <CHRON> 1835 </CHRON> ended the 
colonial patronage of Indian medi cine, interest in  <ETHNCITY ID 
“E1” lang “en - GB”>indigenous  </ETHNICTY></POLITICAL> medicine was 
revived in <CHRON>1837 </CHRON> with the opening of  <SOCIAL ID 
“S1” lang “en - GB”>indigenous classes at the  <CITY ID “R1”> 
Calcutta  </CITY> Medical College, and  with the conversion of 
classes into formal schools in the  <CHRON>1880s.</CHRON> 
</SOCIAL> The discussion of the monopoly of Western medicine runs 
through subsequent chapters, but one wishes for more analysis of 
how Western medicine entrenched itself in In dian society. There 
is a tendency to explain this encroachment in terms [End Page 
135] of the <POLITICAL ID “P2” lang “en - GB”><FOREIGNPOWER ID “F1” 
lang “en - GB”>"supremacy" of Western medicine over its Indian 
counterpart, and the use of Western medicine as  a "tool" to 
strengthen the colonial  </FOREIGNPOWER> </POLITICAL>position 
without elaboration as to how this was accomplished.   
</TOPIC> 
 
 
Paragraph Markup Syntax – A Possible Solution 
The problems I encountered, namely the difficulty in exactly matching words with tags lead 
me to think in larger semantic pieces.   For this reason I began to think about marking up for 
content at the paragraph level, rather than the word or phrase level. The goal of the project 
was to apply tags for content markup; content is very much related to context.  Leaving 
word and/or phrase level markup behind would mean that there would be more context 
for researchers. When searching for concepts, researchers could be rewarded with larger, 
more meaningful chunks of data, rather than single words or small chunks. The ystem 
that began to take shape in my mind was paragraph markup syntax (PMS). 
 Much of the structure of the PMS.dtd for South Asian Studies is similar to the 
previously discussed SAS.dtds.  The concept is, however, different.  PMS is a paragraph level 
approach to content markup.  The root element, PMS, will encompass the entire document 
(again, like <HTML></HTML> tags); there is no semantic meaning in this tag-it is merely 
a container.  The rest of the tags are conceptual.   
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The elements in PMS have been reduced to only six. These six elements are very 
general descriptors.  The non-root elements include: Economic, institution, location, 
political, personal, and social.  These elements can only be used to wrap paragraph(s); PMS 
does not allow for phrase or word wrapping. This is an XML application, and as such it must 
conform to XML rules.  XML is a structured in a hierarchical fashion.  The way that PMS 
has been designed takes advantage of this structure. The six elements that are in the South 
Asian Studies version of PMS are all of equal “weight.” Each of these six elements have one 
child associated with it and this child can be repeated if needed. 
The elements and parents all share a common set of content words in the form of 
attributes. It is via the attributes that PMS allows for content markup.  The attributes can be 
‘turned on’ by adding a value of ‘yes’ to the attribute.  (The example later in this section 
demonstrates this.) 
 
Structure and Syntax 
Paragraph Markup Syntax has a broad, rather than deep, approach to content markup. All 
of the elements are of the same order. There is only one layer of inheritance, each 
element has one child. The child is used to add additional descriptors for an element that 
spans multiple paragraphs.  
Figure 2 
 
 
 
 
 
Econom Institution Location  Personal Political Social 
All the attributes are shared  
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 The current project makes use of parameter entities (as did the second and third 
iterations of SAS.dtd). In the case of PMS, the entity references do not refer to elements, but 
rather to a list of attributes that are shared by all of the elements.  The inclusion of many 
attributes fulfills a function similar to the one fulfilled by child-parent relationships (of 
elements). The reference for the set of attributes has been reduced to the term “keywor  
 The “keyword” set of attributes includes concepts, rules and information for 
processors. The ATTLIST includes: caste, ethnicity, religion, politicalgroup, chron, event, 
region, education, gender, conversion, xml : lang, ID, and #CDATA.. The six elements 
share all of these attributes.  When marking a paragraph, or set of paragraphs, the attributes 
will add meaning to the larger element terms.  If the tag is <ECONOMIC> and the topic is 
the intersection of caste and economics the tag would look like this: <ECONOMIC CASTE 
“YES”>. The content attributes are not required, fixed or implied so the person marking up 
text can decide how many additional keywords to add.   
 Another benefit of this approach is the effectiveness of mapping ideas to larger 
units. It is easier to determine what a paragraph is about in general (or a number of 
paragraphs) than it is to map the combination of ‘economics’ and ‘caste’ to a particular 
phrase or word.  The direct mapping required by the SAS.dtd was one of the biggest 
problems of the element-centric approach.   
 The current project has also grappled with the idea of overlapping tags, something 
that is usually disallowed in XML applications.  If a tag is to span a number of paragraphs 
for example, if there are five paragraphs in a row that deal with “social,” it would be 
desirable to wrap all five in just one <SOCIAL></SOCIAL> set, rather than starting and 
stopping the tags five separate times.  A problem arises, though, with the implementation of 
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the attributes. What if the first paragraph in our ‘social’ group deals with the keyword of 
‘caste’ ? One would assume that we would simply turn on the attribute value for ‘caste’ 
within the ‘social’ element.  What if the second paragraph does not deal with ‘caste’ but 
rather it deals with ‘education’? Does this force us to start and stop the element <SOCIAL> 
for each paragraph? XML does not allow for tags to be nested within each other unless they 
have been defined as children of a parent.  
 The reliance on attributes, which can be turned off and on within an element, is the 
key to allowing paragraph span of parent elements.  In XML children always inherit 
attributes from their parents so each subsequent child will include the attributes of the 
parent as well as any additional attributes that have been ‘turned on’ by the attribute value 
tags.  Inheritance can be turned off, meaning that the child would not inherit attributes from 
the parent; this is accomplished via the inheritance attribute ( an enumerated list).  
 A look at Text 4, in the example below will demonstrate this approach.  Pay 
attention to the spanning of paragraphs by the <SOCIAL> tag, and the inclusion of new 
attributes for the second paragraph.  
 
An Example Using PMS 
Text 4 
<TOPIC lang “en - GB”> 
<POLITI CAL ID “P1” RELIGION “YES” ETHNCITY “YES” 
FOREIGNPOWER “YES” > 
<SOCIAL ID “S1” FOREIGNPOWER “YES” >  
Although the triumph Anglicists over Orientalists in 
1835 ended the colonial patronage of Indian medicine, 
interest in indigenous medicine was revived in 18 37 
with the opening of indigenous classes at the Calcutta 
Medical College, and with the conversion of classes 
into formal schools in the 1880sThe discussion of the 
monopoly of Western medicine runs through subsequent 
chapters, but one wishes for more analy sis of how 
Western medicine entrenched itself in Indian society. 
There is a tendency to explain this encroachment in 
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terms [End Page 135] of the "supremacy" of Western 
medicine over its Indian counterpart, and the use of 
Western medicine as a "tool" to str engthen the 
colonial position without elaboration as to how this 
was accomplished.  
</POLITICAL> 
 
<SOCIAL_CHILD EDUCATION “YES”> 
<INSTITUTION ID “I1” EDUCATION “YES”>  
The use of indigenous drugs as a means of "learning" 
from Indian medicine is dealt with on ly cursorily. 
This phase of medical practice in India is 
significant, especially in the light of continued 
colonial interest in the traditional forms of 
medicine. For more than three decades, continuing well 
after World War I, Indian physicians were employ ed in 
dispensaries and local hospitals as conveyers of 
useful medical knowledge, and attempts to enrich the 
Western pharmacopoeia by incorporating significant 
drugs continued unabated.  An allusion to the Native 
Medical Institution, the first medical schoo l in 
colonial India representing the initial coexistence of 
Indian and Western forms of medicine, would have 
augmented the author's arguments concerning the status 
of Western medical knowledge in India  
</INSTITUTION> 
</SOCIAL> 
</TOPIC> 
 
 Paragraph Markup Syntax allows for the markup of content.  The structure can be 
used in many domains; the elements and attributes will need to be changed to reflect the 
needs of the target community.  This approach is simple, easy to read and extensible in that 
attributes can be added and turned on at any time after the element has been declared.  
 The document type definition for PMS is much easier to read than for SAS.dtd. I 
think it is helpful to have DTDs somewhat human-friendly.  The uncomplicated structure of 
the DTD will be useful in further developments as XML becomes more widely understood 
and more commonly implemented.  
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SECTION TWO: DECONSTRUCTION OF A DTD 
 
Positioning the Author 
This portion of the project deals largely with the importance of context.  For this reason I 
would like to briefly describe the positions from which I will argue, what has influenced me 
and what my background is.   
I have studied South Asian studies academically.  I have undertaken two separate 
years of field research in South Asia, (one academic year in Nepal and one in Andhra 
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Pradesh, India). I have also spent over two years in the States studying the field.  The post-
modern and post-structuralist movements have largely influenced my theoretical position.  I 
beg the reader’s indulgence in allowing me to briefly describe my understandings of the 
aforementioned schools of thought as they provide a foundation for my analysis.  
 
Theoretical Leanings: Post-Structuralism and Post-Modernism 
I will begin with structuralism and post-structuralism. Saussure described language as the use 
of a signifier and a signified, stressing that each signifier can bring to mind a different 
signified for different people within different contexts.  He also stressed the idea that each 
word means what it means because implicit in the word is its opposites.  For example 
'silence' means silence because the hidden text of the word includes the idea 'noise' and 
without an understanding of noise the idea of silence is meaningless.  
Post structuralism took Saussure's structural linguistics and modified it.  Post 
structuralists held on to the idea that language is relational, that meaning is produced in 
language and not merely reflected by it. Post structuralism emphasized the hierarchical 
nature of language; and the phenomenon of every signified becoming a signifier itself with 
its own signified (and the cycle continues).  The emphasis on production of meaning was 
important because it made language social and also allowed it to be a site for political and 
other struggle.  Furthermore, post structuralism added the view that language as a system is 
always historically imbedded within specific cultural discourses. Whereas structuralism can 
be viewed as primarily a synchronic approach, post structuralism allows for a diachronic 
understanding, assuming that contextualization takes place.  Writers such as Foucault (1973) 
and Eagleton (1983) have been influential in my thinking and, therefore, the post-
structuralist (or post-modern) school will be present throughout this project.  
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Foucault was a very influential thinker and made a tremendous impact on many 
different schools of thought.  Foucault means many things to many people.  One important 
aspect of his work, in his own view, (1980) is that his work is not meant to be taken as a 
whole.  His idea was to work on a project and when it was finished leave it behind to work 
on another project. There is a tendency to try and discuss ‘Foucault’ and his works as 
uniform body or work-I attempt to resist this desire.  One important argument that he 
developed in a number of works dealt with the assumptions that are often made as to what is 
‘natural’ or ‘common sense.’ Foucault questioned the ‘naturalness’ of cultural phenomenon 
that were taken as permanent truths and showed them to be products of a specific social and 
historical context.  The questioning of ideas that often go unquestioned is present in this 
paper in that I question the effectiveness and implications of tagging content in electronic 
materials.  The issues involved here do not seem to be dealt with much within the 
communities involved.  The assumption seems to be that information retrieval is the most 
important goal and all energy focuses on that goal without much attention being paid to 
other aspects of the issue.  
Another important focus of Foucault’s that has influenced the present project is his 
understanding of power.  Foucault studied the everyday uses of power and its relationship to 
itself.  Shifting power patterns help us to define ourselves. I think that many of the writings 
that have impacted my understanding of the writing of history and the understanding of 
cultural owe much to Foucault’s questioning of self construction and representation.  The 
colonial project was largely enabled, I believe, by the understanding that the colonized were 
not the same as the colonizer-there was a fundamental difference and it was the 
responsibility of the latter to organize, structure and represent the former.  
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Theoretical Leanings: Anthropological Influences 
The field of anthropology is another area that has been influential in my intellectual 
development.  Two writers have had a great influence on my perceptions of research and, 
subsequently helped to contribute to the current crisis.  Both Nancy Scheper-Hughes (1992) 
and James Scott (1990), work with language and how it can be manipulated and used to 
various ends.  Their research interests are quite different but their focus on verbal/textual 
departures is somewhat similar.  Both do not view language as something that is easy to pin 
down; in this way I find their work to be useful as I try to determine, what, if any, language I 
can use for elements in a DTD.   
Nancy Scheper-Hughes has written a tremendous book, Death Without Weeping:  The 
Violence of Everyday Life in Brazil (1992).  Scheper-Hughes was a peace corps volunteer in the 
1960’s in Brazil and returned twenty years later as an anthropologist.  Her focus is on health 
issues, rhetorical strategies and infant death.  A major component of Scheper-Hughes work 
rests on the notion of the shifting paradigm.  Specifically the change in vocabulary of the 
people she knew in Brazil over a twenty-year period.  At first people were able to say they 
were hungry, even starving when this was the case, but later, in the 1980’s, this was not 
possible.  Instead the symptoms of hunger and starvation were described as nervoso.  The 
medicalization of pain and the social stigma attached to being too poor to afford food 
combined to influence the ways in which people were able to speak of their lives.  “In this 
way hunger is isolated and denied, and an individualized discourse on sickness comes to 
replace a more radical and socialized discourse on hunger” (p.169). 
Embodiment refers to the ways in which people inhabit their bodies; how people 
create themselves through language, habits, semantics, use of the cultural arts, and a whole 
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range of mundane activities.  In Scheper-Hughes’ work she found that the governmental 
shift in policy changed the ways in which people described and experienced their lives.   
Accompanying this process was a transformation in the popular idioms of distress as these 
were increasingly ‘medicalized.’ The traditional folk idiom, nervoso, was one instance of the 
larger transformative process. Nervoso created a crevice, a space, for the insertion of medical 
thinking and practice into the everyday experience of people’s lives.  It became a vehicle for 
the medicalization and domestication of people’s needs” (p.199). 
Many of the ensuing ideas were rattling around in my head and were finally brought 
to the surface by reading the work of James C. Scott (1990), though I do not agree entirely 
with his opinions. 
The point here is that representation, and the politics of representation, are very real, 
very current issues. James C. Scott in his book, Domination and the Arts of Resistance:  Hidden 
Transcripts, argues for an understanding of the strategic uses of everyday language.  He 
locates resistance by subalterns to their ‘elites’ in a variety of places.  Scott finds active 
resistance occurring by subalterns. 
Resistance is a response to the power, or perceived power, which institutions have 
over individuals.  This power (however it may be constructed) can lead people to fear 
reprisals for speaking out or acting in an ‘unsanctioned’ way.  For this reason, individuals or 
groups will often express themselves in a disguised manner; strategically posing in the 
prescribed way when in the presence of the power brokers.  Scott calls this disguised form of 
communication the “hidden transcripts,” which is to be understood as commentary on the 
power of the dominant spoken from a safe and secure location.   
Hidden transcripts [are] typically expressed openly—albeit in 
disguised form.  I suggest, along these lines, how we might 
interpret the rumors, gossip, folktales, song etc. . . .of the 
powerless as vehicles by which, among other things, they 
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insinuate a critique of power while hiding behind anonymity 
or behind innocuous understandings of their conduct.  (p. 
xiii)   
 
The concept of the ‘hidden transcript’ is accompanied by the idea of the ‘public 
transcript,’ which is what people say in public.  We all change our speech to fit the situation; 
the difference is in the scope of the change and the reasons underlying the need to present 
differing sides of ourselves.  “The public transcript is, to put it crudely, the self-portrait of 
dominant elites as they would have themselves seen” (p.18). 
The aforementioned works by Scheper-Hughes and Scott work together with the 
post-structuralist view to strengthen my questioning of the implementation of a DTD for 
South Asian studies Problems again arise in the defining of a tag set, or choosing words to 
represent the ‘important’ topics and not choosing others.  To choose words from one 
language set, say the ‘public transcript,’ and not from another, say the ‘hidden transcript.’   
 
The Intersection of Theory and Praxis:  Problems in Developing a DTD 
The constant deferral of meaning, and the importance of context for post-structuralism 
plague the current project of developing an extensible DTD.  The tagging process takes a 
word or phrase and sets it apart, strips it of its context.  Actually, it is more than that; it 
creates a new context, a pneumatic vacuum, an area with no history, no implications—pure, 
clean language.  It seems as if the project of contextual tagging could only occur in a society 
steeped in a positivist understanding of the world (Radford, 1992).  And this is our 
background, the world is out there to be ‘discovered’ to be ‘uncovere
positivists.   
 
Issues and Implications of Applying the South Asian DTD to Texts 
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Scholarship in the humanities and social sciences often has been a project of research in the 
search for multiple voices within a text(s). This is a process of recognition; and is an 
important contribution to the advancement of scholarly thought.  
Traditional academic endeavors often failed to account for the importance of gender, 
of differing views, of regional issues, and of contesting powers; thereby largely ignoring 
contributions made by many individuals to cultural phenomenon. Often time versions of 
events that did not match the official colonial or Orientalist12 version of South Asian history 
were marginalized.  The tension between the “official” or “sanctioned” version of events 
and other interpretations is an important area in current research and is opening up many 
new avenues of inquiry.  
Multiple interpretations and varied uses of texts must not be hindered by new means 
of transmission of these texts.  I am here speaking specifically of texts that are marked up in 
various architectures for dissemination on the Internet.  Digital library projects that stop at 
the level of structural markup do not delve into the deep, murky waters of interpretation and 
legitimization of ideas. Projects that strive for content markup do, however, become party to 
the process of ‘canonization.’ The problem lies, not in the desire to include content markup, 
but rather in the articulation and praxis of this goal.   
An investigation into South Asian cultural practices, must take into account, but not 
privilege our (my) own Western beliefs and presuppositions.  Westerners do not author all 
the work done within the domain, but the contributions of this group remain large and 
influential.  And here is the rub.  How to include tags in the markup structure that will allow 
for topic identification without continuing focusing on particular issues that were first made 
                                         
 
12The understanding of Orientalism referred to here is taken from the work of Edward Said, in his 
groundbreaking work, Orientalism.   
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popular by the Orientalist movement?  Is it possible to construct a tag set that allows for a 
reflexive positioning; thereby creating space for individuals to experience and respond to the 
texts in unique ways?  
The process of creating a Document Type Definition (DTD) and the tags that are 
included within the DTD is a process of focusing attention on specific attributes of the text.  
Within the structural realm this does not appear to be overly problematic.  Most people do 
not contest the notion of a ‘division’ or of a ‘paragraph.13’ Encoding projects will typically 
work with a specific artifact and represent that version of the material, complete with 
paragraph breaks, footnotes and the like.   
Problems arise when content is to be marked up.  For instance, in the current project 
defining the tag set was the first, and largest problem.  The SAS.dtd includes tags for caste 
and religion.  By saying this am I, the author, artificially focusing attention on these 
categories? Many within the domain see the historical attention paid to descriptors such as 
these as intimately linked to the creation of the Orient by the West.  Is the current project a 
move against contextualized categories to the archaic essentializing categories of our 
forbearers?  
If human nature is fixed (this is an inherent argument in Orientalism according to 
Said) then language can be seen as merely describing or reflecting reality.  However, if 
language is deconstructed and seen as a created system then what is signified by language can 
change thus allowing for a non-fixed understanding of human nature.  I understand language 
                                                                                                                    
 
13 While many materials from South Asia due fall into similar structures as Western texts; there are exceptions.   
Paper is, at times, conserved and organic materials are used (leaves) or space is not taken up by paragraph 
breaks (some Telugu texts do not use any punctuation, no stops, no pauses, no word breaks). 
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to be non exact and I understand that the plurality of both experience and language makes 
 
that meanings do not exist before their articu
which is always located within social and historical discourses.  By focusing attention on a 
-  
“Reality is defined by the words chosen to describe it.  This is what we mean when 
we say that reality exists as a function of the discourse that articulates it: we perceive what we 
know as reality through a particular system of references which in effect preconstitute the 
meaning of the world, and thus, the world itself” (Marshall, 1992). If we substitute the word 
‘tag’ for ‘worlds’ in the above quote, will we adequately describe the current project?  I 
cannot hide behind my good intentions—my desire to improve researchers' retrieval 
results—I am choosing which concepts to focus attention on.  
There is a growing, and unpleasant trend, these days within the research process that 
occurs in academe.  The attention span of younger students is decreasing and with it a 
demand for information quickly, and in smaller units, and (preferably) in full-text.  A 
possible repercussion of the SAS.dtd is that the tags that I chose to include might hinder 
future investigations.  If people begin to think that because these are the tag sets available 
then perhaps the discussions need to begin from the point where the tags leave off.  The 
idea of caste, for instance, is an important issue within the field, however the focus is 
changing.  Past studies often times used caste descriptors to mean something (Brahmins are 
always rich, educated and can be trusted). More recent scholarship, particularly in 
historiography, has questioned the local definitions of these terms, and have even gone so 
far as to claim that ideas such as caste, while being present in India, were not a focus of 
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societal structural until the German Romanticists came looking for the past Golden Age of 
civilization.  Might not the inherent emphasis that the SAS.dtd places on ‘caste’ continue to 
propagate the myth that this is and has been part of the self-definition of South Asians? 
There exist a variety of ways in which scholars can attempt to gain access to another 
culture; or portions of a culture.  Early Indic studies were dominated by textual studies based 
upon the Vedas, Sastras and the like.  The way in which various groups were defined 
through literary study came to inform, not only the colonial discourse, but also the way in 
which groups defined themselves.  The overarching structure supported by the 
aforementioned texts was itself a product and support system for a particular group's 
ideology, namely the Brahmins.  One quite tenacious effect of the colonial emphasis on 
Sanskrit texts is the static understanding of South Asian history still prevalent today.  The 
notion that Indian culture remained frozen through time and is accessible through ancient 
texts has lead scholars to overlook many current cultural practices.  Generally, the 
predominant image of the individual in South Asia has been one of passivity.  This view is a 
logical extension of the mistaken notion of an unchanging, uniform Indian history.  To 
understand other portions of Indian society it is necessary to turn to different sources, which 
can act independently of 'canonized' Brahmanic ideology. 
Not to be overly dramatic but the issues at stake here can be seen as monumental: 
The dominant discourse versus plurality, hegemony versus subversion14.  The dominant 
discourse can be understood as having two separate but related components.  The first 
would be the Western view of the Or
                                         
14 ubversion here.  Subversion being the effective negotiation of the 
dominant discourse in a way which is the least damaging to the individual. Subversive, for Oldenburg, does not 
require perfect autonomy in relation to the power(s) which are being contested. Subversion can happen around 
the edges, in subtle, political ways.  Cultural categories are constructed and can be fluid locations.  The 
unambiguous nature of markup languages makes the task of interpretation difficult.  
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Orient...[the] Western style for dominating, restructuring, and having authority over the 
...a dominant mode in both academic and journalistic 
accounts depicting rural South A
decorative, as kept in their subordinate place by a patriarchal 
economy and a religious tradition that devalues them, as 
ashamed of their bodies and their sexuality” (Raheja and 
Gold, p. xiv).   
 
The second, and more localized, dominant discourse can be described as Brahmanic 
ideology.  I am borrowing this term from V Narayana Rao and adding my own 
understandings to it.  Brahmanic ideology is most acutely concerned with the view 
perpetuated by the Brahmins.  This includes ‘traditional’ views of Indian society.  The 
importance of religion, respect for Brahmins, subservient behavior for women, 
unquestioning acceptance of the will of those ‘above.’  In short, Brahmanism is a system, 
which places men of a certain caste group at a distinct advantage over others in society and 
the sanctioning of this system by appeals to ‘tradition’ and ‘religion.’  
 The continued emphasis on ‘traditional’ descriptors for South Asia does little to 
advance new thought.  The questions are difficult: should digitization projects focus on 
retrieval? Should they take into account the implications and effects of their projects? Is the 
researcher to made responsible for their own understandings? A focus on format, such as 
TEI lite, does not need to address these ethical considerations.  As we move forward with 
new forms of material transmission questions such as these will continue to emerge.  
Information professionals need to be able to deal with them and come up with constructive 
and creative solutions.  
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--  
 This is a DTD to be used with XML documents. This DTD 
TEI.  The intended  group of materials to be marked up with 
this DTD wi
Asian Studies.  
© 1999 Rebecca Moore 
 
and its accompanying documentation for any purpose and 
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without fee is hereby granted in perpetuity, provided t hat 
the above copyright notice and this paragraph appear in all 
copies. The copyright holders  make no representation about 
the suitability of the DTD for any  purpose.  
 
Draft:  November 1999  
Author: Rebecca Moore<moorr@ils.unc.edu>  
 
 -- > 
 
<!--  The elemen ts below are some that will be of interest 
to  researchers within South Asian Studies.  All of the 
subelements, (caste, ethnicity, etc) can be repeated and 
the minimum number  of instances is zero.  Most of the 
elements have the option to be self - described  or 
attributed; this should allow researchers  to trace 
identification of labels throughout the materials.  
 
 -- > 
 
<!ELEMENT ARTIFACT (INDIVIDUAL+, FOREIGNPOWER)> 
 
<!ELEMENT INDIVIDUAL (CASTE*, ETHNICITY*, RELIGION*, 
LANGUAGE*, POLITICALGROUP*, GENRE*,)>  
<!ELEMENT CASTE (ATTRIBUTED?|SELF - DESCRIBED?)> 
  <!ELEMENT ATTRIBUTED (#PCDATA)> 
  <!ELEMENT SELF- DESCRIBED (#PCDATA)> 
 
<!ELEMENT ETHNICITY (ATTRIBUTED?|SELF - DESCRIBED?)> 
  <!ELEMENT ATTRIBUTED (#PCDATA)> 
  <!ELEMENT SELF- DESCRIBED (#PCDATA)> 
 
<!ELEMENT RELIGION(ATTRIBUTED?|SELF - DESCRIBED?)> 
  <!ELEMENT ATTRIBUTED (#PCDATA)> 
  <!ELEMENT SELF- DESCRIBED (#PCDATA)> 
 
<!ELEMENT LANGUAGE (FAMILY?| LANGUAGE+|DIALECT?)> 
  <!ELEMENT FAMILY (#PCDATA)> 
  <!ELEMENT LANGUAGE (ATTRIBUTED?|SELF- DESCRIBED?)> 
   <!ELEMENT ATTRIBUTED (#PCDATA)> 
   <!ELEMENT SELF- DESCRIBED (#PCDATA)> 
 
  <!ELEMENT DIALECT (ATTRIBUTED?|SELF - DESCRIBED?)> 
   <!ELEMENT ATTRIBUTED (#PCDATA)> 
   <!ELEMENT SELF- DESCRIBED (#PCDATA)> 
 
<!ELEMENT POLITICALGROUP(ATTRIBUTED?|SELF- DESCRIBED?)> 
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 <!ELEMENT ATTRIBUTED (#PCDATA)> 
 <!ELEMENT SELF- DESCRIBED (#PCDATA)> 
  
<!ELEMENT GENRE (#PCDATA)> 
 
<!ELEMENT FOREIGNPOWER (POLITICAL?, TRADE?, CONVERSION?, 
CULTURAL?) 
<!ELEMENT POLITICAL (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT TRADE(#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT CONVERSION(#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT CULTURAL(#PCDATA)> 
 
<!ATTLIST GENRE PCDATA #IMPLIED>  
<!ATTLIST ATTRIBUTED (TRUE | FALSE) "FALSE">  
<!ATTLIST SELF - DESCRIBED (TRUE | FALSE) "FALSE">  
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Appendix II 
 
The Second SAS.dtd 
 
<!ENTITY amp “&#38;#38;”> 
<!ENTITY lt “&#38 ;#60;”> 
<!ENTITY gt “&#62;”>  
<!ENTITY quot “&#34;”>  
<!ENTITY apos “&#39;”>  
 
<!ELEMENT SUBJECT (POLITICAL | SOCIAL | PERSONAL | ECONOMIC 
)*> 
<!ELEMENT SUBJECT %PCD;> 
GB”> 
<!ENTITY %PCD “(#PCDATA)”> 
<!ENTITY %CD “(#CDATA)”> 
 
LANGUAGE | POLITICALGROUP)*”> 
 
<!ELEMENT POLITICAL % content; (FOREIGNPOWER)* >  
<!ELEMENT POLITICAL %PCD;> 
GB”> 
<!ELEMENT SOCIAL % c  
 
<!ATTLIST SOCIAL xml : lang NMTOKEN #IMPLIED “en -
 
 
 
<!ATTLIST PERSONAL xml : lang NMTOKEN #IMPLIED “en -
 
 
NT ECONOMIC %PCD;>
<!ATTLIST ECONOMIC xml : lang NMTOKEN #IMPLIED “en - GB”> 
 
<!ELEMENT CASTE %PCD;> 
<!ATTLIST CASTE %CD;> 
<!ATTLIST CASTE ATTRIBUTED ( YES | NO) “yes”>  
D “en - GB”> 
 
<!ELEMENT ETHNICITY %PCD; > 
<!ATTLIST ETHNICTY %CD;> 
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<!ATTLIST ETHNICITY SELFDESCRIBED (YES | NO) “no”>  
<!ATTLIST ETHNICITY ATTRIBUTED ( YES | NO) “yes”>  
<!ATTLIST ETHNICITY xml : lang NMTOKEN #IMPLIED “en - GB”> 
 
<!ELEMENT RELIGION %PCD; > 
<!ATTLIST RELIGION %CD;>  
<!ATTLIST RELIGION SELFDESCRIBED (YES | NO) “no”>  
<!ATTLIST RELIGION ATTRIBUTED ( YES | NO) “yes”>  
<!ATTLIST RELIGION xml : lang NMTOKEN #IMPLIED “en - GB”> 
 
<!ELEMENT LANGUAGE %PCD; >
<!ATTLIST LANGUAGE %CD;> 
<!ATTLIST LANGUAGE SELFDESCRIBED (YES | NO) “no”>  
<!ATTLIST LANGUAGE ATTRIBUTED ( YES | NO) “yes”>  
<!ATTLIST LANGUAGE FAMILY NMTOKEN> 
<!ATTLIST LANGUAGE DIALECT %CD;> 
<!ATTLIST LANGUAGE xml : lang NMTOKEN #IMPLIED “en - GB”> 
 
<!ELEMENT POLITICALGROUP EMPTY > 
<!ATTLIST POLITICALGROUP #CD;> 
<!ATTLIST POLITICALGROUP SELFDESCRIBED (YES | NO) “no”>  
<!ATTLIST POLITICALGROUP ATTRIBUTED ( YES | NO) “yes”>  
<!ATTLIST POLITICALGROUP xml : lang NMTOKEN #IMPLIED “en -
GB”> 
 
<!ELEMENT FOREIGNPOWER %PCD;> 
<!ATTLIST FOREIGNPOWER %CD;> 
<!ATTLIST FOREIGNPOWER NMTOKEN #IMPLIED> 
<!ATTLIST FOREIGNPOWER xml : lang NMTOKEN #IMPLIED “en - GB”> 
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Appendix III 
 
The Third SAS.dtd 
 
<?xml version=”1.0”?>  
<! --  copyright info goes here -- > 
 
<--  new in iteration 3  
 removal of the self - described and attributed 
attributes.  This is too labor intensive and the users 
should be able to tell from the context.  
 Inclusion of ID attribute for all elements. This will 
enable use of Xlink technology in the future.  
 Inclusion of new elements: GENDER , CHRON, EVENT, 
REGION, OBJECT.TITLE.  Change of the root element from 
SUBJECT to TOPIC.  
 Addition of comments to clarify the DTD.  
--  > 
 
<!ENTITY amp “&#38;#38;”> 
<!ENTITY lt “&#38;#60;”>  
<!ENTITY gt “&#62;”>  
<!ENTITY quot “&#34;”>  
<!ENTITY apos “&#39;”>  
<!ENTITY %PCD “(#PCDATA)”> 
<!ENTITY %CD “(#CDATA)”> 
<!ENTITY %CONTENT “(CASTE|ETHNICITY|RELIGION|LANGUAGE| 
POLITICALGROUP|CHRON|EVENT|REGION)*”> 
 
<! -  -  TOPIC is the root element; all materials using this 
DTD must start and end with this tag -  - > 
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<!ELEMENT TOPIC (POLITICAL|SOCIAL|PERSONAL|ECONOMIC)*>  
 
< -- The major subject divisions are below --  > 
 
<!ELEMENT ECONOMIC %CONTENT; (FOREIGNPOWER)*> 
<!ELEMENT PERSONAL %CONTENT; (GENDER)*> 
<!ELEMENT POLITICAL %CONTENT; (FOREIGNPOWER)* > 
<!ELEMENT REGION (VILLAGE| TOWN|CITY)?> 
<!ELEMENT SOCIAL %CONTENT;> 
 
< -- The elements below do not contain other elements --  > 
 
<!-- caste this will not be normalized; spellings may vary --
> 
<!ELEMENT CASTE %PCD;> 
<!ELEMENT CITY %PCD;> 
<!  ISO 8601 
--  
 
 
 
 
 
 
--
a song --  
 
 
 
 
 
<!ATTLIST CASTE %CD;>
<!ATTLIST CASTE ID #IMPLIED>
<!ATTLIST CASTE xml : lang NMTOKEN #IMPLIED “en - GB”> 
 
<!ATTLIST  CHRON norm %CD; #IMPLIED> 
<!ATTLIST CHRON ID #IMPLIED>  
 
<!ATTLIST ETHNICTY %CD;> 
<!ATTLIST ETHNICITY ID #IMPLIED>  
GB”> 
<!ATTLIST FOREIGNPOWER %CD;>
<!ATTLIST FOREIGNPOWER ID #IMPLIED>
<!ATTLIST FOREIGNP  
<!ATTLIST FOREIGNPOWER xml : lang NMTOKEN #IMPLIED “en -
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<!ATTLIST GENDER %CD;> 
<!ATTLIST GENDER ID #IMPLIED>  
<!ATTLIST GENDER  xml : lang NMTOKEN #IMPLIED “en - GB”> 
 
<!ATTLIST LANGUAGE %CD;> 
<!ATTLIST LANGUAGE ID #IMPLIED> 
<!ATTLIST LANGUAGE FAMILY NMTOKEN> 
<!ATTLIST LANGUAGE DIALECT %CD;> 
<!ATTLIST LANGUAGE xml : lang NMTOKEN #IMPLIED “en - GB”> 
 
<!ATTLIST OBJECT.TITLE %CD;>  
<!ATTLIST OBJECT.TITLE ID #IMPLIED>  
<!ATTLIST OBJECT.TITLE xml : lang NMTOKEN #IMPLIED “en - GB”> 
 
<!ATTLIST P OLITICALGROUP #CD;> 
<!ATTLIST POLITICALGROUP ID #IMPLIED>  
<!ATTLIST POLITICALGROUP xml : lang NMTOKEN #IMPLIED “en -
GB”> 
 
<!ATTLIST REGION %CD;> 
<!ATTLIST REGION ID #IMPLIED>  
<!ATTLIST REGION xml : lang NMTOKEN #IMPLIED “en - GB”> 
 
<!ATTLIST RELIGION %CD;> 
<!ATTLIST RELIGION ID #IMPLIED>  
<!ATTLIST RELIGION xml : lang NMTOKEN #IMPLIED “en - GB”> 
 
<!ATTLIST TOWN %CD;> 
<!ATTLIST TOWN ID #IMPLIED> 
<!ATTLIST TOWN xml : lang NMTOKEN #IMPLIED “en - GB”> 
 
<!ATTLIST VILLAGE %CD;> 
<!ATTLIST VILLAGE ID #IMPLIED>  
<!ATTLIST VI LLAGE xml : lang NMTOKEN #IMPLIED “en - GB”> 
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Appendix IV 
Paragraph Markup Syntax Version One (PMS.dtd) 
<?xml version=”1.0”?>  
<!  copyright info goes here --  
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<--  Paragraph Markup Syntax (PMS) is designe d to mark up 
content for materials in the domain of South Asian Studies.  
The architecture is transferable; the attributes will need 
to be redefined per the needs/specifications of different 
domains. --  > 
 
<! --  Changes from SAS.dtd include addition of new  element, 
“institution.” Change status of many elements to 
attributes.   
 All elements have children as a device to include 
additional attributes for paragraph spanning  
--  > 
 
<!ENTITY %PCD “(#PCDATA)”> 
<!ENTITY %CD “(#CDATA)”> 
<!ENTITY %KEYWORD “( 
xml : l ang #IMPLIED “en - GB” 
ID    %CD; #REQUIRED 
CASTE   %CD; #IMPLIED 
CHRON   %CD; NMTOKEN #IMPLIED 
CONVERSION  %CD; #IMPLIED 
EDUCATION  %CD; #IMPLIED 
ETHNICITY   %CD; #IMPLIED 
FOREIGNPOWER %CD; #IMPLIED 
GENDER  %CD; (FEMALE|MALE) 
INHERITED  %CD;  (YES|NO)  
OBJECT.TITLE  %CD; #IMPLIED 
POLITICALGROUP %CD; #IMPLIED 
RELIGION  %CD; #IMPLIED 
TOWN   %CD; #IMPLIED 
VILLAGE  %CD; #IMPLIED 
)”> 
 
<! -  -  PMS is the root element; all materials using this 
DTD must start and end with this tag -  - > 
 
<!ELEMENT PMS 
(ECONOMIC|INSTITUTI ON|LOCATION|PERSONAL|POLITICAL|SOCIAL)*> 
 
<! --  The elements below all start and stop at the 
paragraph level. Elements can span a number of paragraphs. 
--  > 
 
<!ELEMENT ECONOMIC (ECONOMIC_CHILD)*> 
<!ELEMENT INSTITUTION (INSTITUTION_CHILD)*>  
<!ELEMENT LOCATION (LOCATION_CHILD)* >  
<!ELEMENT PERSONAL (PERSONAL_CHILD)* > 
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<!ELEMENT SOCIAL (SOCIAL_CHILD)*>
 
<!ELEMENT ECONOMIC_CHILD %PCD>
<!ELEMENT INSTITUTION_CHILD %PCD > 
 
<!ELEMENT PERSONAL_C  
<!ELEMENT POLITICAL_CHILD %PCD >
<!ELEMENT SOCIAL_CHILD %PCD > 
<!ATTLIST ECONOMIC %KEYWORD;> 
 
<!ATTLIST POLITICAL %KEYWORD;>
<!ATTLIST PERSONAL %KEYWORD;> 
 
<!ATTLIST SOCIAL %KEYWORD;  
 
 
<!ATTLIST INSTITUTION_CHILD %KEYWORD;>
<!ATTLIST POLITICAL_CHILD %KEYWORD;> 
 
<!ATTLIST LOCATION_CHILD %KEYWORD;>
<!ATTLIST SOCIAL_CHILD %KEYWORD;> 
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